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About This Game

SYNOPSIS

Enter the world of AWAKE, a ground-breaking first-person cinematic VR thriller, that blurs the line between memories, dreams
and reality.

In Episode One, you are a new presence in the story of Harry; a man obsessed with solving a mysterious lucid dream. It’s an
obsession that has also cost Harry dearly and now he is stuck, waiting for release. You are the witness and it’s time for Harry to

wake up!

As the ever deepening layers of Harry’s story are revealed a sinister force could lead to Harry breaking one last time. AWAKE
presents a rich new genre of immersive cinema, for you to discover.

FEATURES

A genre-defining 20-minute immersive cinematic experience

Designed for room-scale VR

Thought-provoking, mind-bending and mysterious
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A complex narrative riddled with intrigue

Hollywood cast delivering best-in-class performances

15+ minutes of stunning Volumetric Video performance capture

Light-interactive story progression

Photo-realistic sets and special effects

Cinematic score and spine-tingling audio design

OTHER VR HEADSETS

AWAKE: Episode One was designed to be a room-scale virtual reality experience, and optimised for the HTC Vive. We also
fully support Windows Mixed Reality and Oculus Rift HMDs

FUTURE EPISODES

AWAKE: Episode One is the opening chapter of an epic eight part series, exploring the nature of reality and the human
condition in all its levels.

What if humanity is on the edge of a radical evolutionary awakening; the perfect instrument for reshaping the fabric of our
universe? Future episodes get closer to unlocking deeper truths about what these collective dreams mean, with each episode

deploying story-driven interactive mechanics unique to each plot, empowering audiences to learn new abilities in manipulating
reality.

“We identify in our experience, a differentiation between what we do and what happens to us. Only you are playing hide and seek,
since that is the essential game that is going on…” ~ Alan Watts. Philosopher

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Awake: Episode One
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Start VR
Publisher:
Start VR
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5 (5th gen) / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or higher

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 980 / AMD Radeon RX 480 equivalent or higher

DirectX: Version 12

Storage: 20 GB available space

English
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Awesome little game, which I highly rate.

Your objective is to guide your ship to the end, but it has no propulsion of its own, meaning you must use gravity, and various
methods of acceleration via interaction with other objects, to get there.

The game manages to be challenging, without being frustrating, for the most part. Another layer of gameplay lies in the timer it
gives you, allowing you to attempt to get the best time for the level for leaderboard comparison. However, any in-level
checkpoints don't pull back your timer, so the level will usually have to be completed in one life for a decent time, making some
levels really difficult.

With lots of second exits which lead to secret levels, the volume of content is huge for an indie game. Yet to complete it, but I
imagine I still have hours of playtime left. With some attempting to improve your level times, I can see this game going for
15-20 hours of playtime, more if you enjoy really pushing yourself.. My freind is making a game about sperm racing and he
needed some music tracks for it. This turned out to be perfect for creating those tracks, it took me a minute to figure out how to
adjust volume levels and customize clips but once I realized you can just double click a clip and modify it this works perfect for
what i needed.. Fun game and runs well on Windows, but unable to run on Linux. After repeated attempts to uninstall\/reinstall
it says that it successfully completed but doesn't download any files to the installation folder. File verification passes only
checking for the empty folder. Worth a few bucks, but I can't recommend this product since I can't get it to succesfully install
using Steam on Linux as advertised.. i am a big fan of multiplayer rts games, and cannot recommend this game.....NOBODY
EVER ONLINE!!!!!! EVER!!! So if you buy this game, consider it a single player only. Damn shame cause i thing it would be a
good multiplayer rts game.. Short campaign, decent story, Old school feel but new school graphics, feels kinda Cyberpunk
Multiplayer is dead and I only played one match and it was on mobile... Luckily, there are LAN and bot matches available but
the only thing you can customise is The map and number of players...
Should you pick it up? I think so, but get it on sale, I dont find it worth recommending at 5 buckarroos
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This game is surprisingly fun. From the first time starting it, I played the story mode solid for hours. The plot is standard, but
the action is straightforward, the controller scheme only took me a minute or so to figure out, The action seems well paced,
when the action isn't well paced (For instance, you destroy a wave of foes and have massive time remaining) it gives you free
health and points until more attackers come. You get a lot of achievements early on, the one time there seemed to be a bug, I
even got an achievement for the bug, and it even notices when it's running a bit slow and suggests you bump down the
resolution.

Also, the sound effects can be funny, Most of the after boss bonus rounds seemed great, the bosses seemed like a good mix of
challenge and fairness, and so may explosions from my bullets and specials make this a solid recommend!. Low resolution. If
Fortnight and PUBG had a baby, it would be this game.. I did not play much of the story, this is judging widely from the
multiplayer aspect.

Awful map design, majority of props and level art comes from free marketplace assets from the UE4 store, other props are just
paid assets. But I would let that slide. However the issue is that, even with these GOOD assets at hand, the levels were just very
clumsily designed and very barebones in detail.

Gameplay for the Asymmetrical mode was alright. It wasn't anything great, but it's also severly lacking compared to most other
asymmetrical horrore games, some that are out now and others being released soon. The interaction with items, closets, etc felt
clumsy. Interactions with the killer weren't that scary, more or less you shoot him and run away while he's stunned.

I did not play the story, I think it's stupid that they're marketing this at $20 for a barebones multiplayer mode and a story that
seemingly takes 20 minutes to beat (understanding it's only a slice of the full story).

I refunded after about 40 minutes of playing, the game has potential but right now it's just awful, clearly not enough effort put
into delivering a good game.
. This is one of the only VR games that I regret buying. There are many more challenging and enjoyable shooting games to
invest your time in instead. A few of the levels are enjoyable and fairly well done, but nothing unique. It would be nice to have a
shotgun for the clay style rounds, instead of just a single pistol for everything.

There is no menu apart from a grid of levels, and all of those levels are available to play right from the start. The result is that I
had no sense of progression through (or particular incentive to play) the game at all. There is an arcade mode where you can
play each game once and then get a total score at the end, but I lost interest after doing it once.. Couldn't even play it. Bought
this game while it was on sale, thought I could support a simple, indie game. Wasn't expecting anything too complex, just a
game I could go in and shoot things. But it literally runs at less than a frame per second. There's no options in the main menu to
even attempt to optimize it. I've had issues with games running slow on my laptop before, but I've played both new and old,
indie and AAA, and none of them have ran as poorly as this game.. I love the concept of a old school rpg where the random
battles are fought by me in real time. It's EA at the moment so there is only one map and three bosses (that I am aware). There
are three different maps for survival mode, which is a wave shooter you can use to level your character. Can't wait for story
mode!. Nice setting and full of lore but far too hard at the start and once you invariably start with an early loss (since they have
cumulative negative impact) things become worse like a rolling stone that is going to hit bottom sooner rather than later. This
means that your early missions are miserable attempts at ring-around-the-roses hit and hide tactics that rely heavily on whether
or not you can stop at cognition points. Whilst this may be tactically interesting in the short term it certainly isn't fun. Also, all
events leading up to the main confrontation in final rooms are more likely to give negative than positive impacts no matter
which of the three options you choose meaning that extensive exploration rather than just rushing to your goal is pointless in
most cases and will lead to much rolling back to previous autosaves in order to leave you with any chance of completing the
mission.. Making bigger boobs doesn't make the game unique. This is obviously a copy/clone of "Deep Space Waifu".
Although this game is cheaper than DSW the mechanics are lacking. DSW has a more enjoyable game experience than this.

I do not recommend. For the real deal check out: "Deep Space Waifu"

Patch update 1.0.3 - Full Oculus Rift support!:
New update with official Oculus Rift support. Incl:
- Thumbstick rotation to change view
- Support for Standing as well as Room-Scale
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Also included enhanced graphics setting detection to select the best setting based on your hardware. As before this can be
manually adjusted in the Options Menu.. Patch update 1.0.4 - Windows MR HMD support:
New update with official Windows Mixed Reality support

Minor updates to Rift support and Standing mode

As always - email support@startvr.co if you have any questions, issues or feedback.

Happy Holidays!
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